Mapping of angiogenic markers for targeting of vectors to tumor vascular endothelial cells.
The vasculature of mouse breast tumor spheroids grown on mammary fat pad tissue in an intravital microscopy (IVM) viewing chamber was shown to derive from infiltrating angiogenic mammary vessels. The receptors tissue factor (TF), alpha V beta 3 integrin and Tie-2 were expressed on the vascular endothelium in the periphery but not in the center of the tumor spheroids nor in the mammary tissue nor in smooth muscle tissue, whereas Tie-1 and PCAM-1 were expressed extensively in the entire tumor and in the vascular endothelium of the entire tumor nodule and in normal mammary tissue. TF is a specific target for adenoviral vector-mediated cancer immunotherapy. Subcutaneous injection of the AdfVII/IgG(1)Fc vector leads to the release into the system circulation of a fVII/IgG(1)Fc immunoconjugate molecule that binds specifically and tightly to TF on vascular endothelial cells and tumor cells, activating a cytolytic immune response against the targeted cells. We show that a single administration of the AdfVII/IgG(1)Fc vector destroys the peripheral but not the central vasculature of a tumor spheroid, causing partial tumor regression; additional administrations prevent regeneration of the peripheral vasculature and regrowth of the tumor. These findings indicate that a critical parameter for optimizing tumor damage is the schedule for successive administrations of the AdfVII/IgG(1)Fc, which should coincide with the regeneration of the peripheral vasculature and continue until the tumor is destroyed.